Neurophysiologic Advance in Depressive Disorder.
Enormous efforts for near half-century have harvested a plenty of understanding on major depressive disorder (MDD), although the underlying mechanisms are still elusive. The available antidepressants are far from satisfaction due to long-delay action (LDA) of antidepressant efficacy and low response rates in MDD patients. Notably, discovery of a single low-dose ketamine-producing rapid-onset and sustained antidepressant efficacy has inspired new research direction. These new studies have revealed ketamine's NMDAR-dependent and NMDAR-independent mechanisms, most of which are well known to be the key bases of synaptic plasticity as well as learning and memory. In fact, animal models of MDD are all based on the principle of learning and memory, i.e., the change of a behavior, for which monoaminergic and glutamatergic systems are the major modulators and executors, respectively. Reconsidering MDD as an aberrant form of emotion-related learning and memory would endow us a clearer research direction for developing new techniques or ways to prevent, diagnose, and treat MDD.